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Abstract. With ubiquitous use of digital camera devices, especially in
mobile phones, privacy is no longer threatened by governments and com-
panies only. The new technology creates a new threat by ordinary people,
who could take and distribute pictures of an individual with no risk and
little cost in any situation in public or private spaces. Fast distribution
via web based photo albums, online communities and web pages expose
an individual’s private life to the public. Social and legal measures are
increasingly taken to deal with this problem, but they are hard to enforce
in practice. In this paper, we proposed a model for privacy infrastruc-
tures aiming for the distribution channel such that as soon as the picture
is publicly available, the exposed individual has a chance to find it and
take proper action in the first place. The implementation issues of the
proposed protocol are discussed. Digital rights management techniques
are applied in our proposed infrastructure, and data identification tech-
niques such as digital watermarking and robust perceptual hashing are
proposed to enhance the distributed content identification.
Keywords: privacy protection, model for privacy infrastructures, mobile
camera phones, data identification techniques

1 Introduction

Over the last years, privacy protection has become a major issue, and both the
European Union and the US are investing significantly into research on this area.
However, almost all of the current work assumes an asymmetric model; the pri-
vacy violator is a corporate or governmental institution (or at least an employee
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thereof), while the victim is a normal citizen. Correspondingly, the main re-
search areas cover issues such as identity management, policy enforcement, and
anonymous communication. In the last years, however, a new privacy threat has
emerged that cannot be addressed by such means. Due to improvements as well
as the growing distribution of various handhold devices, an increasing number of
people are equipped with miniature cameras (in their mobile phones) and voice
recorders (in their music players).

1.1 Problem statement

Until the 1990s, public distribution of images could only happen in the press,
either in print or in electronic broadcast media. To challenge the unauthorized
distribution of an individual’s image, a media company could be identified and
contacted. Furthermore, the media company usually would know who the pho-
tographer was.

With the advent of the Internet as a public communication platform, fast
and global distribution of images in public with Web pages became common
means. Scanned photos then were available from an unknown number of private
Web pages. The availability of digital cameras reduced the cost and shortened
the time it took to put images online. However, due to the physical dimension
pointing a digital camera at a person can still be noticed in many situations.

In recent years, camera-phones were introduced. The build-in camera lens on
a mobile phone can hardly be recognized, which brings the possibility that any-
one who holds a camera-phone in an individual’s surroundings could be taking
a photo of the individual without being noticed. The individual won’t be able
to see a camera while being photographed or filmed, and won’t know whether
his images are put on the Web or not.

With massive numbers of camera-phones out in the public, photos can be
taken at any place. News stories about offenders being caught while shooting
photos under women’s dresses in public are available from the United States,
Japan, Great Britain, Malaysia or even Saudi Arabia. Web sites like Voyeur-
web.com have been around longer than digital camera phones exist to even
commercially distribute the content. While this intrusive and offensive use of
cameras is regarded illegal in many places in the world, other uses seem to
create benefits for society - other news stories tell of offenders being identified
thanks to camera-phone photos taken by bystanders of a crime. Considering the
favorable uses of camera-phones in public, a solution that does detect, but not
prevent from taking photos in public places may seem appropriate.

It has already shown to be a significant problem. At some beaches and in
various companies, camera-phones are completely banned, and a number of coun-
tries have significantly increased the penalty for illegally taken pictures. Unfor-
tunately, these countermeasures are by far not sufficient, as a growing number
of Web sites boasting such pictures demonstrates. As it is impossible and un-
wanted to enforce a broad ban on camera-phones, and technical measures such
as a simulated shutter noise when a picture is taken appear to be insufficient,
we propose a novel way to complement such measures.



This paper deals with the challenge of protecting one’s private data, such as
image, and privacy issues attached to it. With respect to new mobile technolo-
gies and distribution channels, we sketch a privacy threat posed by millions of
privately owned cameras in mobile phones.

Instead of preventing the picture from being taken, or call attention on the
photographer when he takes the picture, we attack the distribution channel: if
an inappropriate picture of an individual is taken and published, the victim has
a fair chance of being the first one to actually find this picture, which enables
her to request the pictures removal or invoke legal actions before significant
privacy violation is done. The authors are aware that in extreme cases, it will
be impossible to remove a picture from the Internet by legal means. However,
we expect that most of the privacy violations we address are done in a context
where the publisher could be convinced to remove the offending material without
a legal escalation. To achieve this, we propose that each picture receives an
identity, which is contained in the picture and broadcasted to the victim that
is photographed. Although this approach may be insufficient against a highly
dedicated attacker, it can help to prevent privacy violations from becoming a
mass phenomenon, without inhibiting the use of camera-phones, motivating users
to manipulate their devices, or significantly increasing the costs of the devices.

This paper is organized as follows. The legal situation is first reviewed and
traditional law as well as recent efforts to tackle the issue with new laws or
technological solutions is reviewed. Then the privacy threat is defined, where
the attacker and attack scenarios are discussed. We introduce a basic protocol
on an abstract level, and define the attack model. At a general architecture
level, we propose an evolution approach from Digital Rights Management to
Personal Rights Management. We propose the protocol based on content iden-
tification techniques such as digital watermarking or perceptual image hashing
and broadcast channels to enable individuals to take notice when being pho-
tographed. Afterwards, we analyze the hardware infrastructure to implement
our protocol, and investigate possible attacks on the hardware. Following this,
we describe the software implementation of the protocol, both on the side of
the camera device and on Internet search engines. Finally, we discuss various
modifications of the basic scheme, and draw conclusions towards the feasibility
of the technology on mobile phones with particular respect to already existing
digital rights management (DRM) technologies.

1.2 Examples of legal context

Because of the fast growth of Internet new technologies as well as the incompat-
ible policies between the different countries, in this context, privacy issues are
complex. From a technical perspective, due to Directive 95/46/EC of the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council of 24 October 1995 [3], describes the protection
of individuals regarding the processing and free movement of their personal data.

The right to privacy in the EU is defined as a human right under Article
8 of the 1950 European Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental Free-
doms (ECHR). The implicit principles and constructs of The Directive define



the enforcement and the representation of data protection. The terms privacy
and data protection are often used interchangeably, though they are not neces-
sarily equivalent. The Directive applies to all sectors of public life, with some
exceptions. It specifies the data protection rights afforded to ”data subjects”,
plus the requirements and responsibilities obligated for ”data controllers” and
by association ”data processors” [10].

Several countries enacted laws against unauthorized taking of photos with in-
dividuals. More countries are debating legislation that is intended to ban camera-
phones or their use. Some examples are given below.

In Germany, a copyright law (”Kunsturhebergesetz”) protects one’s own im-
age against unauthorized publication since Bismarks’s times. Photos can legally
be taken without authorization, but their distribution without authorization,
even to small audiences, is illegal. Exceptions are photos taken in public places at
events where (press) photography usually happens. Also, individuals of ”public
interest” (e.g. politicians, actors, celebrities) can be photographed and published
with limited restriction (see [11]).

In Australia, under the Commonwealth Crimes Act 1914 - Part VIIB, Section
85ZE it is an offence for ”a person to knowingly or recklessly use a telecommu-
nications service supplied by a carrier in such a way as would be regarded by
reasonable persons being, in all the circumstances, offensive”. In addition, fol-
lowing the widespread introduction of the internet, state laws were changed to
address this issue. For example the Crimes Act in Victoria was amended in
1995 to include the offence of ’Stalking’. This includes telephoning and sending
electronic messages with the intention of causing physical or mental harm.

While many countries do have legislation about camera based privacy in-
vasions and the distribution of photos without consent of the photographed
individuals, the question of the enforcement remains.

1.3 Current Solutions

The problem of secret photography has been recognized by most of the involved
parties, including the manufacturers, politics and private citizens. Some actions
have been taken, though with limited effect.

One solution is to fortify the privacy right on personal pictures and increased
the punishment for the publication of such by tougher laws. However, this right
may be hard to enforce. The photographed individual may never find out about
the publication neither could do anything about it. Even though an offender was
caught on the scene, the phone could already digitally transmit the photo away.
Even with laws enacted, the only choice of an individual would be to arrest the
offender instead of waiting for the police to show up. This is not a setting that
helps all members of a society with their privacy rights.

The second approach is to ban the use of camera-phones in places, such
as public swimming pools, gyms and Saunas, where illegal photographing is
subjected. Though banning camera-phones could be the first choice in some
places, this approach is only suitable for controlled areas with a high risk of
secret photographing, such as companies or confidential institutes to counter



espionage. The approach has also lead to the situation that even some mobile
phone producers banned their own devices from their premises, e.g. Samsung
and Motorola.

A more common sense solution is to add a sufficient loud shutter-noise such
that whenever a picture is taken, it can be noticed by the environment. How-
ever, the feature is often poorly implemented. For example, if a mobile phone
is switched into silent mode, the shutter noise is also turned off. Besides, given
the noise pollution created by mobile phones anyhow, adding shutter noise can
add to the annoyance of the technology. More, it violates the privacy of the pho-
tographer, as people around immediately learns about who being present with
a camera. The approach is mostly ineffective, because the noise can be hard to
heard due to general background noise or the environment, e.g. in a Discotheque,
and it usually does not help the victim.

Given the difficulty to prevent pictures from being taken without dramati-
cally infringing the rights of harmless photographers, our approach targets the
distribution channel rather than the creation of the picture, i.e. pictures can
be taken without restrictions. However, the individual is made aware that some
picture has been taken. As soon as the picture appear on the Internet, she has a
realistic chance to locate it at an early point in time, when it is still possible to
inhibit the distribution by legal means. As an added value, outside of protecting
the victim’s privacy, this technology can also be used to distribute pictures to
interested parties.

Another solution is to enforce safe zones by broadcast. Several businesses have
developed a so-called safe haven technology which is intended to create zones
where a broadcast unit tells cameraphones that photographing is forbidden there.
[34] It enables digital cameras within a variety of electronic devices to be disabled
including camera phones, camera PDA’s, digital cameras and multipurpose MP3
players. HP is developing a privacy technology that can jam still and video
cameras and blur faces of people who don’t want to have their picture taken [32].
While this approach empowers property owners to define non-photographing
zones, it also restricts a user’s freedom of taking pictures with consent in the
area. Another problem is that here is a need to implement the receiver technology
into all manufacturers’ handsets for an effect. Furthermore, to protect individual
rights, one needs a portable unit. This only could guarantee personal rights
independent from one’s property protection policy.

1.4 The privacy tradeoff

In order to protect the privacy rights of the parties involved in our setting,
it is necessary to make a tradeoff between the interests of the individual being
photographed and the photographer. As the balance between the right to privacy
and the right to photograph, we will now state the minimum rights of each party
that should be preserved.

Ideally, the individual should have the right to give consent to every picture
she plays a major role in; this is the actual right granted by law in the European
Union. This right is hard to enforce technologically, however, as it includes judg-



ment on when a picture is a picture of a person, or just a picture of a marketplace
that happens to have people on it. As a minimum, the individual has the right to
know she has been photographed, and to have a chance to get an early warning
if the picture is being published, which allows her to take appropriate steps in
needed.

As long as the photographer does not infringe any personal rights, he should
have the right to take pictures without any major obstacles. In this, the protocol
should preferably be passive, and not prevent him from taking pictures unless
under well defined and measurable circumstances. Furthermore, the photogra-
pher has the right to stay anonymous, as long as he does not infringe anybody
else’s rights. Finally, the photographer has the right to modify his device; for
example, the camera in a PDA should not stop working if the operating system
is modified or replaced.

2 An infrastructure for personal rights management

2.1 Attack model

Possible attacks from both the technical and privacy aspects will be discussed.
From a technical point of view, even with a technically perfect scheme, an at-
tacker could easily circumvent the entire system by using a traditional camera
with strong zoom optics or a traditional mini-camera. The problem is not only
in the professional voyeurs, but also in the wide deployment of photographic
devices and the ease of secret photographing. We assume the attacker can do
simple modifications to the device and the picture, and that the corresponding
instructions will eventually be published on the Internet. For instance, there are
Internet sources to offer modified operating systems for mobile phones to turn
off the noise generated while taking a picture. On the other hand, there are many
possible attacks for content identification techniques proposed in the literature.
However, there is always a balance between the risks for the service provider
if the watermarking or hashing scheme is circumvent, and the benefit for the
attacker to attempt to break the scheme compare to the amount of effort spent.

From the privacy and legal point of view, it is an unavoidable issue that we
want to protect the rights of the harmless photographers: unless we treat every
owner of a mobile phone like a criminal, there will possible for a sufficiently
motivate attacker to escape from the scheme. Apart from making the technology
stronger and therefore less attractive to the attackers, our protocol also has their
merit if combined with legal measures. By attacking the scheme, it demonstrates
a photographer has a ”criminal intend”. Therefore, it is easier to distinguish a
normally harmless person that just couldn’t resist taking a picture in a particular
situation from a semiprofessional voyeur with manipulated equipment.

2.2 Basic protocol

Players. There are three major players in our setting: the photographer, the
model, and the search engine. The photographer (Bob) is the person who takes



the pictures. Bob uses a camera-phone, which is a mobile phone with a build in
camera. From a privacy point of view, Bob has the rights not to be inhibited
while taking the pictures and has his identity preserved as long as he does not
infringe the rights of anybody. Bob also has the right to perform some ”standard”
changes to his camera-phone, such as updating the operating system.

The individual (Alice) is the person that is photographed by the photogra-
pher. The interest of Alice is that whether she has a control over the pictures
taken of her or not. It means that in case she is the focus point of the picture,
this picture should (ideally) not been taking without her consent. In our proto-
col, we grant her a lesser right: If a picture taken from her is published, she gets
a fair chance to find out early. Alice uses a receiver, which registers the identities
of pictures taken in her vicinity. The receiver could be her own mobile phone or
a specialized piece of hardware. It can also be integrated in the infrastructure
provided by external parties, for instance, the owner of a discotheque or even
the GSM operators.

Finally, the search engine searches the Internet for picture identities and
makes them publicly available. They are similar as any Internet search engines,
with slightly modified rules.

The protocol. A possible scenario of our scheme will be discussed in this
section. The goal is to let an individual ”Alice” detect unauthorized publication
of personal images taken by others ”Bob”. We name the complete setting a
Personal Rights Management (PRM) system.

In the first step, Bob secretly takes private photos of unaware Alice with
malicious intent, as shown in Fig. 1. Luckily, the camera on Bob’s mobile phone
applies PRM to the photo when it is taken. The photo can be identified and
marked by using several data protection techniques, such as digital watermark-
ing, robust perceptual hashing, or Digital Rights Management technology.

In case digital watermarking techniques are used, Bob’s camera embeds the
image content identification in the picture. In case robust perceptual hashing
techniques are used, Bob’s camera sends the picture together with the image
hash values. All the possible techniques used for content identification will be
discussed in the software implementation section.

On the other hand, the marked photo is broadcast with a short-range radio.
Alice’s receiver picks up the picture identification information and stores it for
later use, as shown in Fig. 1.

In the next step, Bob publishes the unauthorized photo from Alice to an
online community which is very unfavorable to Alice. Alice would take action on
this if she knew the photo was published. Luckily, Alice can detect the unautho-
rized publishing of the photo using the PRM search engine (see Fig. 2). When
Bob puts the picture from Alice on the Internet, the specialized search engines
find it and index it by the extracted watermark or the perceptual image hash
values. Alice uploads the collected photo marks or identification numbers to
a specialized search engine. Then the search engine checks photos published on
the web by photo identifications. Upon notification from the search engine, Alice



Fig. 1. The first two steps of the protocol, communication between Alice and Bob.
Bob secretly takes private photos of unaware Alice with malicious intent. Alice’s image
together with identification information are sent to the receiver of Alice.

Fig. 2. The last two steps of the protocol, Bob publishes the unauthorized photo from
Alice to an online community which is very unfavorable to Alice. Alice can detect the
unauthorized publishing of the photo using the PRM search engine.



checks whether the photos found have her picture on them and takes appropriate
actions to protect her privacy.

In summary, the photo taking is not prevented. From the beginning to the
end, Alice and Bob both remain anonymous. Only upon publishing of an image,
the image will be detected and reported to Alice.

2.3 Architecture evolution from DRM to PRM

At an system architecture level, there is a potential of adapting Digital Rights
Management (DRM) systems for the purpose of Personal Rights Management
(PRM) according to the legal requirements. DRM technology, developed for
protecting intellectual property rights, appears to have features that would allow
the development of a system-based approach to data protection compliance, i.e.
Personal Rights Management.

DRM architectures support description, trading, protection, monitoring and
tracking of the use of digital content. These technologies may be contained within
operating systems, program software, or in the hardware of a device.

PRM manages personal data from the data subject, the originator and the
owner of the personal data. The Directive [3] defines the authorities and bound-
aries of the relationships between each of the participants. The driving purpose
behind DRM, thus the content distribution management, relates easily to data
protection constructs constraining the exchange of personal data. [18]

For the purpose of expressing privacy in a PRM system, the Open Digital
Rights Language (ODRL) [1] and extensible rights mark-up language (XrML)
[2] can be applied, which are similar as the rights expression languages used in
a DRM system.

Korba et al.[18] propose an adaptation of DRM functionality to provide PRM
for individuals by assigning names to the functional parts in the DRM setting
from the privacy enhancing techniques vocabulary. Thus it brings some form of
taxonomy or meta-design for PRM.

3 Hardware implementation

3.1 Basic proposal

The hardware and software implementations of the proposed protocol will be
discussed in the following sections. We assume that no mobile phone manufac-
turer will be willing to add a completely new communication technology into
the devices to enable a protocol such as the one presented above. Therefore, we
restrict ourselves to the current hardware available in the market. Three pos-
sible communication standards, Infrared, Bluetooth, and GSM network, can be
used to establish the link between camera-phone from Bob and the receiver from
Alice.



Infrared. One feature of infrared communication is that it is directed, i.e., the
signal can be sent in a way that only the devices in the view of the camera can
receive it. The penalty paid is that the bandwidth of infrared communication
is fairly low, and the transmitting distance might be too small. It can cause a
problem on the receiving side: if the receiver is not directed to the camera, it
may not get any signal at all. It is fairly easy to block the communication by
simply gluing an object onto the infrared port. This problem can be solved by
building the receiver into the enabling function of camera lens. This way, block-
ing the communication would disable the ability to take pictures. The second
problem could be to block the communication by jamming the signal with a
strong infrared light. Though the problem is harder to deal with, it is possible to
design a camera that can not take pictures if exposed to a strong infrared signal.
However, another problem arises when the jamming signal may be directed and
allow for a denial of service attack, i.e., preventing all camera phones to take
pictures at all.

Bluetooth. Bluetooth communication is n a way the complement of Infrared.
The communication is very difficult to jam, and the bandwidth is sufficient
even for interactive protocols. The disadvantage is that a Bluetooth signal is
undirected and all devices that are not in the visual scope of the camera get
the signal as well. Another disadvantage is that currently enabling Bluetooth on
a phone may pose a security risk. Recent studies[7] show that many Bluetooth
phones are open to attacks that may reveal the entire phone memory, including
the address book, the calendar etc. Thus, unless the security of this technique
can be improved, to protect the privacy of Alice’s pictures she may have to risk
a privacy-invasion on her phone book.

GSM-Network. It is by the nature of mobile phones to communicate on the
GSM network. However, the GSM protocol is ill-suited for device-to device com-
munication. Adding this capacity would require major changes in the GSM stan-
dard, which is unlikely to happen for the purpose of protecting people form illegal
pictures. It would be possible to use the base-station as an intermediate in a way
that the photographer’s device sends a signal to the base-station, which in turn
sends a cell broadcast to all devices in the area. This creates new problems.
One on hand, many devices that don’t have anything to do with the picture will
be noticed altogether. On the other hand, phones at the same location may be
locked into another cell or use a different provider.

All of the above. A combination of those techniques can be proposed, for
instance, an infrared flash could be used to command the device to listen to a
Bluetooth signal or a GSM cellular broadcast. If implemented properly, this could
combine the advantages of all technologies. As the infrared signal only has to
carry a binary signal, the low bandwidth and limited range are not problematic
anymore. And as receivers neither see the flash nor listen to the radio signals,
they can be configured not to pick up the pictures out of their interests.



3.2 Attacks on the hardware

A few examples are given here on how an attacker can disable the proposed
functionality by manipulating their devices. For some mobile phones, the shutter
noise can be manipulated to be turned off when the entire phone is put in silent
mode. For our protocol, it is possible to block the transmission by deactivating
Bluetooth or by using it to communicate with another device while the picture
is taken. Some users directly modify their mobile phone hardware to detach
the infrared light or the Bluetooth antenna. For some mobile phones, there are
some firmware to manipulate the corresponding functionality available on the
Internet, and it is easy to perform by a normal audience. However, mobile phone
manufacturers have recently started to think about other functionalities that a
user may not manipulate, e.g., Superdistribution and Micropayment from Nokia.
It is foreseeable that this problem will be solved in the near future, e.g. by using
a core-operating system which cannot be changed by the owner and building the
real operating system on top of this core, or by TCPA/TCG-like technologies.

4 Software implementation

4.1 Digital image watermarking

Digital watermarking is a technique for embedding information in digital content
without perceptually altering its appearance[12]. In our system, one intuitive
way could be to append a visible watermark on the host image. The visible
watermark can be any information that identifies the photographer and/or the
time stamping analogous to analog cameras. However, the obvious drawback is
that an attacker can easily remove the watermark by an image editing software
despite of destroying the watermarked region of the image.

Various imperceptible robust image watermarking applications are studied
[17, 14]. In the system we proposed, the key point is to identify the secretly
photographed image rather than to authenticate the image integrity. This is
because Alice is more interested to identify whether the image is from her or not.
The owners’ and/or user’s information can be embedded directly into the images
to protect copyright. And a rather high level of robustness against malicious
attacks is required.

For watermarking system, it should be computationally infeasible to extract
the watermark information even if the algorithm of the watermarking principle
is known. Therefore, secrete or public keys should be used to provide the security
of watermarking. This is the same as the Kerkhoffs law[24] in cryptography.

The design of a watermarking algorithm always involved a tradeoff between
robustness, imperceptibility and capacity [14, ?,?]. In our proposed scheme, the
optimal balance among these three attributes should be found if properly de-
signed. The capacity of the watermark doesn’t have to be large, thus extra ro-
bustness could be gained. In order to get optimal robustness, watermark should
be embedded just below the perceptual level, and the knowledge of human vi-
sion systems (HVS) are applied to the imperceptible watermarking schemes[31].



A few benchmarking of watermarking to provide a fair evaluation of water-
marking parameters are introduced, such as Stirmark[30], Optimark[36], and
Checkmark[29], etc.

From a practical point of view, with an expected 70 million camera-phones
sold by 2006, a 40-bit image identifier should be sufficient even for high usage of
the cameras. Although there are no firm numbers, to embed a 40-bit watermark
into a picture with 640*480 pixels is quite realistic. For example, the Stirmark[30]
can perform the test with 100 bit watermarks on 512*512, 24-bit colored pictures.

Limitations of the watermarking scheme. One of the weaknesses of our
watermarking scheme is that everybody has the ability to extract the water-
mark information from the picture. When facing a general audience, a secrete
key sharing scheme is improper, thus it is better to use a public key watermark-
ing scheme. The photographer embeds the watermark by his private key, and
other interested party can extract the watermark by using the owner’s public key.
Thus it inherently works as a digital signature, and only provides authenticity
of the photographer but little security of the algorithm. It also creates a privacy
threat, although the watermark information itself can be a random string with-
out any meaning, the private key used inhibits the privacy of the photographer.
Moreover, it assists the photographer in attacking the watermark, as he can al-
ways verify whether his modifications destroyed the information or not. Possible
modifications to solve the problem will be discussed in later section.

4.2 Search engines

The final player of our protocol is a search engine that allows the individual
to locate the pictures on the Internet. The search engines could work just like
any ordinary ones, except for the ability to extract the identification informa-
tion from the pictures and use it as an index. It requires that the watermark
extraction or other algorithms to be computationally feasible. Commercial web
spiders are already available for copyright protection. As reported in [33], Digi-
marc, a company which holds most of the core patents on digital watermarking,
introduced a tool called MarcSpider[22], purported to crawl the web to search
images, test them for watermarks and report on infringers. Due to the fact that
crawling the web quickly became an intractable task, as well as that only a small
number of copyrighted images installed on the web, MarcSpider didn’t work out
as a huge success.

Some counter technologies have been developed to hide the pictures from the
spider, for example by splitting it into many small pictures or by embedding it
using JavaScript. This is another point where a sufficiently motivated attacker
can circumvent the scheme, which is hard to deal with unless the privacy of the
photographer is inhibited.

There could be a privacy problem if Eve will be unable to guess a valid
watermark and query the search engine for a nice collection of Bob’s photos from
a particular event which is possibly including all of Alice’ unfavorable photos.
In order to void that, we propose that the particular broadcast code identifying



a camera photo should be secure in the sense of ”impossible to guess”. Another
privacy problem could be introduced by the search engine, such as profiling of
all watermarks Alice submits in order to create an album of Alice’s life. Besides,
we define that the search engine is to be used with some anonymous connection
to avoid linking of ID and image requests.

5 Modifications

5.1 Perceptual robust image hashing

The watermark-based approach is expected to be sensitive to malicious modifi-
cations of the media, thus brings the robustness issue dependent on applications.
As the watermark is embedded into the host data, the data content is altered
and image manipulations may be localized in most schemes[35].

Robust perceptual hashing, which can be used in multimedia applications
both for data identification and robust data authentication, is meant to comple-
ment digital watermarking. The main advantage for perceptual hashing schemes
is that the data is neither altered nor degraded. If a malicious attack on a wa-
termarking scheme succeeded, the watermark would be destroyed. However, the
perceptual hash value will remain the same as long as the perceptual features of
the data are unchanged. This is also the reason why perceptual hashing is used
instead of cryptographic hashing, which is very sensitive to a single input bit.
Perceptual hash functions can be particularly useful to identify illegal copies,
since the illegal content are usually lossy copies of the original.

The main requirement of our scheme is the image identification. An occa-
sional collision between two picture-identities does not cause a significant trou-
ble, although it merely poses a minor annoyance to a user. Therefore, the picture
identity does not need to be excessively long. With a k-bit identifier, we need
1.2∗2k pictures for the to get 0.5 probability of a collision. Therefore, it is proper
to apply perceptual hashing schemes to our application.

Four requirements for image hash functions are defined in [25]. A generic
image hashing can be achieved into two steps: feature extraction and secure
compression of the feature vector. It is shown that the robust feature vector
detection is the key point for robust image hashing. Various feature extraction
methods are developed based on different concepts, such as by using wavelet [25,
28, 27] , DCT [13], matrix invariance [19], different descriptors [26]. [23] propose
a frame to achieve feature extraction in three steps: quantization, bit assignment,
and error correcting code. Many algorithms are proposed for the second step that
secure compress the feature vector, including those based on cryptographic hash
functions procedure [35], error correcting codes [25, 28] , and secure compression
for authentication applications [16]. Various image hashing methods are analyzed
and the experiment results are compared in [35, 8].

Having generality and robustness as the two attributes, a feature detection
algorithm can be considered robust if it identifies the same feature locations
independent of different attacks, such as Stirmark attacks, compression, image
processing or geometric distortions. Hamming distances between the hash values



of perceptually similar images and between different images can be examined to
evaluate the algorithm.

5.2 Broadcasting a sample picture

In addition to the image identifier, a strongly compressed sample version of the
picture could be broadcasted as well. This would inform the individual whether
there is a need to take immediate action or not, e.g . when a specially compro-
mising picture has been taken or a credit card has been photographed. However,
this costs a significant bandwidth, and significantly infringes the privacy of the
photographer. Due to the content of the image taken by the photographer is
broadcasted, the photographer could be easily identified, and therefore, the pri-
vacy of the photographer could be violated. Besides, the intellectual property of
the photographer, i.e. his work of art in arranging and taking the photo, could
be massively infringed by broadcasting it to the world.

5.3 Limited access to the identity verification

There exist security problems if any individual is able to verify the identity
information. Therefore, a limited access control is required and it can be achieved
by using shared secrete keys among authenticated parties for watermarking,
perceptual hashing or encryption. The advantage is that it could increase the
difficulty to attack the scheme, as it is not easy to verify if the watermark
has been successfully removed. However, this would give the trusted parties an
exclusive power to use the scheme. That might be unwanted, and it may also
raise the question on who can select these trusted parties.

5.4 Hybrid DRM solutions

Several DRM techniques can be integrated into our scheme. In a generic DRM
mechanism, digital watermarking and perceptual hashing are used for content
protection and/or identification, while encryption and digital signature are used
for content confidentiality and integrity[20]. New watermarking based techniques
can be used to identify, trace and control the use of digital copy and enhance
the content protection thus strongly improve DRM [21, 33]. In the application
of mobile DRM, watermarking has been suggested as an key technology for
media identification[37, 15], especially since user’s identity is known in mobile
networks. It is expected that the market will thrive by delivering multimedia
content through Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). The content should be
wrapped in DRM packages prior to distribution. The proposed DRM technol-
ogy for the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) specifies three different methods that
vary in complexity requirements, and that offer different levels of security for the
distributed content [6]. Privacy tracing with the defense of intellectual property
rights and copy protection where a copy-bit is un-removal from the host con-
tent[21] which require different level of requirement of watermarking robustness.



Encryption and watermarking are to be combined as two defensive lines to
enhance DRM. For image content, selective encryption[5] is introduced to en-
crypt a portion of the compressed data. In our proposed scheme, to protect the
photographer’s privacy, the watermarking embedded information can be further
encrypted by the user’s ID as a secrete key, so that only the authenticated party
can extract the information [4]. A watermark can be used to serve as a proof
of ownership but is vulnerable to attacks such as average and collusion attacks
[38]. In addition to ensuring that a watermark cannot be removed, the DRM
system has to ensure that a fake watermark cannot be inserted. [21] analyze
several DRM scenarios related to image distribution, and propose a fair and effi-
cient benchmarking of open-source web based evaluation system. Benchmarking
parameters and requirements are scenario dependent.

While we discuss the image content protection or identification from a tech-
nical perspective, it is important to note that any technique that allows a user
to assert their ownership of any digital object must also be placed in the context
of intellectual property right law [31].

6 Conclusions

Camera-phones have been used in much more malicious ways than just to invade
privacy, and control over one’s image is hard to enforce today. Several reports
have been published of cases where credit card information has been obtained by
secret photographing of the card. The problem is analyzed from both the privacy
and technical aspects in this paper, and possible solutions are proposed. There is
a tradeoff between the privacy rights of the individual to have control over images
and the privacy rights of the photographer. It is of limited effort for initiatives
to enact laws to ban the unauthorized photos when lacking of a technological
support for the enforcement and prosecution. On the other hand, users and
consumers reject technology that presses restrictions on them. While we are
aware that our solution- due to the conflicting interests we need to satisfy- leaves
a number of issues unresolved, we believe that a great advantage for individual
privacy can be achieved by the proposed personal rights management.

We propose a detection system that combines cryptographic and data pro-
tection technologies together with legal regulations in order to control the distri-
bution of private photos online. The scheme can empower individuals to detect
and act upon violations without putting strong restrictions on cameras and pho-
tographers. Content identification mechanisms such as digital watermarking and
robust perceptual hashing are integrated to enhance a PRM system. Techniques
to apply in our scheme are discussed and possible attacks together with hard-
and software solutions are analyzed.

To evaluate the usability of our proposed scheme, it is not difficult for one
to imagine that it will require a significant amount of time and energy if Alice
has to check hundreds of pictures per day from search engines. However, as a
normal individual the chance that Alice gets a high amount of images taken is
fairly low. This scheme can be interesting for celebrities though, who are able



to afford hiring people to do the checking work in order to make sure that their
personal rights are not violated.

Given the potential commercial value of the privacy market, an investment
in Personal Rights Management appears to be worthwhile both in terms of what
has to be done to achieve compliance with current legislative requirements and to
meet privacy policies towards building a stronger trust relationship with clients.

7 Future work

The general concept of Personal Rights Management is designed to keep pro-
tection as well as to track the sharing process of personal data. Based on the
PRM concept to control personal images as we proposed in this paper, further
research can be focused on working out the protocol prototype implementations
and security. TCPA/TCG- like trusted computing platforms or DRM systems
could be integrated to the prototype to achieve an generic PRM architectures.

We discussed the time problem if Alice has to check hundreds of pictures
per day. We propose to ease the problem by adding location data and biometric
(facial etc.) recognition algorithms to search engines to reduce complexity for
Alice. Future research could work out on how to implement this feature.

New applications of PRM could be expended into other aspects of peer to
peer privacy violations. While private images taking are the most eminent area
of privacy issues caused by peers, other threats are emerging. There is a vast
increase of video camera-phones on the market, which brings a similar privacy
threat as the privacy image scenario. There are many mp3 players equipped with
recording functions. Though the tendency yet to put electronically recorded
conversations or videos online on a large scale is not as high yet, the mere
presence of such a high number of uncontrolled recording devices may pose
a significant problem in the future. A recent story of a high school teacher
Jay Bennish in the US shows an example for a problem caused by privately
owned recording equipment. The teacher’s speech was investigated, because of a
student’s recording in class and complained to the principal.[9] Another emerging
problem is the ever increasing number of Weblogs, combined with search engines
to efficiently find personal information therein. Furthermore, PRM scenarios
could be applied to protect personal geographical location data as well.
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